Enhance your lenses.

GT2 progressive lenses by ZEISS are available with the best lens enhancements. Get the most from your eyewear by choosing the best options for clarity, comfort and healthy sight.

Teflon® Clear Coat Lenses eliminate lens reflections so you can see clearer and crisper than with ordinary lenses.

Transitions® Lenses automatically adjust from clear indoors to sunglass-dark outdoors for comfortable vision in every light, and block 100% of UVA and UVB rays.

GT2™ by ZEISS—
Progressive Lenses
Engineered for Total Satisfaction.
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From the leaders in precision optics.

From telescopes to cameras to space exploration, Carl Zeiss has led the way in precision optics for more than 160 years. We continue that tradition with progressive lenses that change the way people see the world.

Progressive lenses are the preferred eyeglass lenses for people with presbyopia, a normal vision condition that affects almost everyone in their 40s or older. Presbyopia is a lessening of the ability to focus on objects within arm’s reach. One of the first signs of presbyopia is the need to hold reading material farther away in order to focus on it.

GT2 progressive lenses by ZEISS restore up-close vision while providing you with clear, spacious distance and mid-range vision in the same pair of eyeglasses. With GT2, you’ll experience superior optics and viewing comfort for any activity you take part in. You’ll be totally satisfied with your vision. You might even say thrilled.

GT2™ by ZEISS—Engineered for visual satisfaction.

New GT2 progressive lenses use precision ZEISS technology to deliver satisfying, natural vision for everything you do.

Large reading area
When you’re reading, working or doing home projects, you’ll get all of the up-close vision you’ll need with GT2 lenses.

Clarity in every direction
Wherever life takes you, you’ll be able to see every exciting moment, whether it’s straight ahead or to the side.

Wide distance
Whether you’re looking across a ball field, driving down the highway or sightseeing on vacation, you’ll be able to capture the entire scene.

Smooth transitions
Changes of focus are smooth and natural, so your eyes can go from activities like driving to reading a map with ease.

It’s time to be thrilled.

Let the leaders in optical technology provide the vision you deserve. Ask your eye care professional about GT2 progressive lenses today.